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Abstract

The development process of hypermedia applications implies very specific problems mainly related, first, to the use of navigational structures, interactive behaviours and multimedia compositions, and second, to the fact that are used by users with different levels of knowledge and skills, and also different security levels. This paper present a design environment, AriadneTool, that allows a designer to model a hypermedia application, to validate such a design and to generate dynamically XML + SMIL implementation templates. This environment is based upon the Ariadne method which offers a set of integrated activities to model hypermedia applications in a systematic and iterative way. A practical example is shown to illustrate the use of the tool in the development of a hypermedia application.
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1. Introduction

The extremely high speed of demand on hypermedia systems, and in particular on web applications, have led to development processes where almost the only existing phase is coding, mainly using tools as NetObjects’ Fusion or
DreamWeaver with no method behind. But hypermedia development presents very specific problems (Lowe and Hall, 1999; Garzotto et al., 1993; Díaz et al., 1999) that can be summarised in: mechanisms to model sophisticated navigational structures, interactive behaviours and multimedia compositions which have to be usable and harmonic at the same time.

Traditional design methods lack intellectual mechanisms to analyse a design using abstractions and design entities related to the hypermedia domain (e.g., nodes, links, anchors and synchronisms). Some hypermedia methods provide designers with hypermedia specification tools including HDM (Garzotto et al., 1993), RMM (Isakowitz et al., 1995) and OOHDM (Schwabe and Rossi, 1998), but the key point of taking into account security issues is not addressed.

The proposal of this paper is the use of a graphical toolkit called AriadneTool, to support the development of hypermedia applications following a development method called Ariadne. The method applies an iterative process based on the evaluation of design solutions with potential users to determine their utility and usability. Compared to similar methods, Ariadne improves three significant aspects: it provides a mechanism to define time- and space-based constraints among contents; it offers a product to model the users structure based on roles and teams that can be used to support personalization and security; and it includes a security model to define the policy that will be applied during the hyperdocument operation.

2. Principles of hypermedia modelling

Modelling hypermedia applications involves several complementary views which have to be properly addressed by a development method (Díaz et al., 1999), including navigation, presentation, control, security, processes and data, that are discussed below.

Navigation design. One of the most important tasks in hypermedia modelling is the design of the browsing structure made up of nodes and links, that should not be confounded with structural relationships such as a part-whole relation. Most hypermedia design methods propose mechanisms to specify browsing capabilities (Garzotto et al., 1993; Isakowitz et al., 1995; Schwabe and Rossi, 1998; Lange, 1994; Schnase et al., 1994). Moreover, hypermedia authors tend to include some navigation tools such as visual maps, active indexes, guided tours, marks, footprints and backtracking mechanisms (Nielsen, 1995). Thus, hypermedia methods should also provide elements to model such navigation aids. Finally, navigation modelling has to deal not only with declarative but also with event-based specifications. For instance, RMM includes conditional guided tours and indexes whose components are calculated applying a rule specified by the designer.
Presentation design. Another basic feature of hypermedia concerns presentation issues, since nodes include multimedia contents that need to be organised and harmonised in different dimensions such as time and space. In fact, the way and rhythm used to deliver the contents to the user determines to a great extent the hyperdocument usefulness.

Control design. Control design provides a behavioural specification describing how particular events affect to the system. Hypermedia systems are highly interactive and, therefore, modelling the system reaction to particular events is a relevant design concern (Díaz et al., 1999).

Security design. The increasing popularity of hypermedia systems, mainly due to the proliferation of web applications, has put stress on the need for preserving the security of the information they hold (Díaz et al., 2000). Security rules have to be analysed and formally specified in terms of entities of the domain, for which high-level models are required (Fernández et al., 1996; Díaz et al., 1998). A security model for hypermedia has to provide elements to formalise security policies using components and services of the hypermedia technology (e.g. nodes, links, link traversal and so on).

Processes modelling. Processes modelling is oriented towards defining how the system works. The main function of a hypermedia system is the hypertext navigation, that cannot be represented by means of process models such as DFDs. However, complex hypermedia systems include more and more no-navigation functions that can profit from the use of process oriented methods. For instance, Java applets or search engines can be specified using an appropriate processing modelling technique.

Data design. Data design methods describe the system in terms of data entities and structural relationships. Although nodes needn’t be structured, some hyperdocuments such as books, dictionaries, digital libraries and so on, have an intrinsic hierarchical structure which can be defined using abstractions borrowed from data models. In fact, paradigms like entity-relationship, semantic and object-oriented modelling have been applied in the hypermedia field or used as the application structural schema in different works, such as (Isakowitz et al., 1995) in E-R models, (Schnase et al., 1994) in semantic modelling and (Garzotto et al., 1993; Schwabe and Rossi, 1998; Lange, 1994) in object-oriented modelling.

Several hypermedia methods and theirs CASE tools have been proposed including Autoweb (Fraternali and Paolini, 2000), WebML (Ceri et al., 2000) and OO-H (Gómez et al., 2001). However, these methods have the following weak points:

- Validation and integrity rules to test the correctness, completeness and integrity of the design.
Contents modelling to organise and harmonise multimedia contents both in their temporal and spatial dimension.

User modelling to model different types of application users and to apply personalisation as well as security constraints.

Security modelling to model which contents should be delivered to which users, who can modify or personalise items and which constraints have to be applied.

Evaluation stage to collect information about the potential usability of a system to improve features and functionality of application interface.

AriadneTool supports the Ariadne development method addressing these features as it is shown in the following sections.

3. Introducing Ariadne and AriadneTool

Ariadne proposes a systematic approach to produce hypermedia applications. Compared to other hypermedia design methods such as HDM, OOHDM or RMM, Ariadne shares a number of similarities concerning the specification of the logical structure, navigation and interface layouts but it also improves or introduces mechanisms to deal in an integrated way with the six complementary views which have to be properly addressed by a development method (Díaz et al., 1999), including navigation, presentation, control, security, processes and data.

In particular, the main contributions of Ariadne are: the introduction of a specific mechanism to establish space and time-based relationships among contents, called alignments and synchronisations respectively; the inclusion of elements to define a users structure that can be used not only for security purposes (e.g. to define adaptive accesses); and, finally, the inclusion of a high-level security model which makes possible to specify a role-based security policy, simpler and easier to maintain than group-based policies (Ferraiolo et al., 1999), using the same design entities than those used to specify other hypermedia features such as the hypertext structure.

This method proposes a development process consisting of three phases: Conceptual Design, Detailed Design and Evaluation. Each of them generates a number of products covering the six design views aforementioned. Ariadne method is graphically described in figure 1.1. Arrows represent a sequence which is not unique but has been shown very helpful in different developments. Ariadne assumes an iterative process where the evaluation of prototypes is used to gather information to improve the design, whether conceptual or detailed. A detailed explanation of the method can be found in Díaz et al., 1999 and Díaz et al., 2001a.
AriadneTool is an environment devoted to the development of hypermedia applications based upon the above design process. The main components to support such mechanisms are (see figure 1.2): (1) the **Front-End** that provides a perfect environment for elaborating the Ariadne Method products; (2) the **Validation and Verification Module** that holds the rules to validate and verify the completeness and correctness of the design, notifying any mistake or warning to the designer; (3) the **Dynamic Repository** that holds the components of the front-end in dynamic memory, so that access is faster; and (4) the **Central Repository** that holds the components in a persistent way.
The development environment is implemented using SDK1.4, allowing us to obtain an independent operation platform. The Validation and Verification Module is represented by DTD documents in which the rules defining well-formed design products are specified. Elements designed in the different products of the method are stored in the Central Repository by JAXB1.1 which allows an automatic two-way mapping between Java objects stored in the Dynamic Repository and final XML documents. A module to translate synchronisation operations to SMIL specifications has also been included.

4. Ariadne and AriadneTool working together

In this section, a practical example is used to guide the application of the method with the use of the toolkit.

The Ariadne Development Method establishes a systematic process composed by three phases: conceptual design, detailed design and evaluation. Each of these phases proposes a number of design products to specify and produce hypermedia and web applications.

The conceptual design is focused on identifying abstract types of components, relationships and functions. The detailed design is concerned with specifying in a detailed way the system features, processes and behaviours the application should be generated with. Finally, the evaluation is concerned with using prototypes and specifications to assess the system usability.

The method also provides a number of validation and integrity rules, both in the intra and inter phase level to check completeness, consistency and integrity among the various design products. These methodological foundations are the basis for AriadneTool. At this moment, the tool supports the design products of the conceptual design phase and the validation and integrity rules.

The example shown in figure 1.3 illustrates a website about rural houses oriented towards providing information about houses, their equipments, booking and prices as well as places to visit or activities offered. The site will be accessed by different users that can be identified as, for instance, visitors who are anonymous users that browse the web-site, customers who are users that have booked some time a house so they can check their reservations and will be also notified of special offers, and the web-master who is the person in charge of administrating the site. Navigation tools should be offered to access all this information to all these users.

Taking this example site as a starting point, we will get through the phases of Ariadne method showing how to generate the products proposed by the method in the conceptual design phase: the structural diagram, the navigation diagram, the attributes and events catalogue, the internal diagram -including the spatial diagram and the timeline-, the users diagram, the categorisation
catalogue and the validation and verification, which are the products included in AriadneTool.

**Structural Diagram**

In this diagram, the structural relationships that appear in the application domain are defined by means of composite nodes which are connected to their components (simple or composite) by means of two abstraction mechanisms: aggregation, that refer to a set of nodes as a whole, and generalisation, that represents an inclusion relation involving inheritance mechanisms.

The structure of our example (see figure 1.4) is defined as an aggregation of a presentation node, which is the entry point to the website (shown in figure 1.3), and main composite which aggregates the index and the information nodes. The aim of this structure is to represent the fact that the website is made up of two frames. One frame holds the index node and the other one holds the information node. This last node generalises different kinds of information about what the website offers to visitors, such as how to get there or the features of the houses.
Navigation Diagram

The navigation diagram is where the navigation paths and tools the website offers to the users are specified. Navigation paths are settled among nodes using tagged links which can be uni or bi-directional and n-ary (Díaz et al., 1997). For example (see figure 1.5), from presentation node we browse both index and houses node. Since information is a generalisation composite, all its component (such as houses, location, and so on) will inherit the link information and, therefore, the index node has turned into a navigation tool, tagged with an NT. Moreover, we can define other navigation paths to external nodes of our application as, for instance, the payment link, used when paying our booking, to access the payment gateway, verify our visa number card and go back again to reservation node.

Attributes and Events Catalogue

The attributes and the events catalogue are repositories where properties and behaviours are held so that they can be reused. The attributes catalogue collects properties which add semantic to modelling. For each attribute there is an entry including its name and its default value, so they can be associated to nodes, contents and links and the value can be overwritten. In the case of the events catalogue, they collect actions that take place when a condition is fulfilled. The same way, there is an entry for each event and they can be associated to nodes or contents.

For example (see figure 1.6) we could have two attributes associated to the email and password contents with the same name that holds the values typed
by the user. These attributes could be used in an event that checks the values and send them to the server.

**Internal Diagram - Spatial Diagram and Timeline**

In order to provide more information about the nodes defined in the structural and navigation diagrams, an internal diagram is created for each node. This diagram consists of two subdiagrams; the spatial diagram and the timeline, where contents, anchors, attributes and events can be placed.
Figure 1.7. Spatial diagram

The spatial diagram is a two dimensional space that represents the node visualisation area where contents are placed. For instance (see figure 1.7), our presentation node has two contents, the house logo and a waterfall animation. Moreover, waterfall animation content is coloured in blue because it acts as source anchor for information and index links. Finally, to create more harmonic presentations, space relationships can be set among contents. For example, the waterfall content will be always below the logo content.

Figure 1.8. Timeline diagram
The other internal diagram is the timeline, which represents how the node evolves throughout a time interval. In this case (see figure 1.8) we add a new content, a sound, which will be played during the time this node is being browsed. Moreover, to create more dynamic presentations, time relationships can be set among contents. In this case we have decided that the waterfall animation content is shown in the first place, and at the end of the animation the logo content appears.

**Users Diagram**

In the users diagram, the expected types of users of the application are identified inside roles and teams, with no individual users (Aedo et al., 2003). A role represents a job function or responsibility such as our visitors or the webmaster. Roles can be specified as hierarchical structures where roles are specialised into more specific roles by means of generalisation relationships. See in figure 1.9 how visitor role is specialised into customers and anonymous visitors. Roles can be grouped into teams that work together by means of aggregation relationships. For instance, all application users are grouped into user team.

The users diagram makes possible to define user-dependent presentations as well as personalised hyperdocuments. For instance, only users that belong to the customer role will have access to offers node (see figure 1.9).

![Figure 1.9. Users diagram](image)

**Categorisation catalogue and Access Table**

The categorisation catalogue and the access table define who can do what in the system. The categorisation catalogue holds the security category assigned to each node or content defining the most permissive operation to be performed
by a user. These categories are: browsing, personalising and editing following the security model described in Díaz et al., 2001b and Aedo et al., 2003. In this case the category for all nodes and contents is browsing, that is all nodes can be read but not modified.

The access table allows the definition of the security policies following a RBAC (Role Based Access Control) approach, assigning a manipulation category to each role for each node and content. For example (see figure 1.10), the offer node can be only accessed by customers, so the rest of the users will have a no access category, except the webmaster role that needs to edit the page.

![Figure 1.10. Categorisation Catalogue and the Access Table](image)

**Validation and Verification**

The tool also checks by means of a number of inter- and intra validation rules if each entity is fully and correctly described. For example, if visitor is specialised into a customer, at the same time that customer is specialised into a visitor, the inheritance mechanisms would always be applied. Therefore the designer would be notified of this misconception.

The validation and verification module is in charge of checking the completeness and consistency of the modelling entities by means of ontologies. The elements stored in the dynamic repository are turned into an instance of an ontology that conceptualise a hypermedia application domain by means of an explicit number of elements, properties and axioms. After that, the instance is introduced into the Jess rule engine and several rules that check possible errors are run over the model and the results presented to the user. For example this rule checks that a team has to be made up of at least one role.
AriadneTool is a design toolkit devoted to supporting the Ariadne development method. The main contributions of this method are, on the one hand, the multimedia modelling, offering mechanisms to organise and harmonise multimedia contents in different dimensions such as time and space, and, on the other hand, the user modelling that identifies the expected types of users of the application making it possible to define user-dependent presentations. Moreover, that modelling is used to define access policies in order to specify who can do what into the system.

With regard to the tool, the main contributions are, on the one hand, the validation and verification rules that help the designer to check completeness and consistency of its work, on the other hand, the automatic generation of documentation about the current design project, and, finally, since the conceptual modelling is serialised into XML format, using XML transformation language prototypes can be generated in HTML, SMIL or RDF.

AriadneTool has been evaluated by collecting feedback from the students in a course on Hypermedia Design. This feedback has been very positive, and a large majority believed that the tool supported well the method tasks and made much easier to use the Ariadne Method. The tool has also been used in a research project named ARCE, a web based system envisaged to cope with the lack of synchronism among assistance requests and responses in a multinational environment, whose main goal is to offer an efficient and reliable communication channel among the different agents involved in a disaster mitigation procedure (Aedo et al., 2002).

Future work includes the support of the activities of the detailed design related to the specification of concrete elements from the abstract entities defined in the conceptual design. From this specification, prototypes will be generated in SMIL, XML and HTML. Moreover, a web design patterns repository will be integrated. Those web design patterns have already been formalised using ontologies for the designer to apply the pattern into the modelling phase using a task domain ontology. Finally, the ontology used in the validation and verification module is being used to generate semantic hypermedia applications.
that are made up of a domain ontology that describes the application domain in RDFS and its web resources are described using RDF.
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